[Postradiation impairment of tumor blood supply using polyradiomodification for increasing the effectiveness of radiotherapy].
A therapeutic effect of the postradiation use of methods disturbing the blood supply of malignant neoplasms: short-term hyperglycemia (STH), mexamine (M) and a tourniquet (T)--was assessed in experiments on mice with solid Ehrlich carcinoma. It was shown that an independent use of STH, M and T without radiation exposure did not possess a significant antitumor effect whereas their use shortly after irradiation enhanced the effect of the latter on tumors without increasing skin radiation injury in the zone of tumor growth. The utmost antitumor effect was achieved in combination of irradiation with immediate STH followed either by M or T: in these cases a tumor radiation effect was enhanced in different series of experiments 1.5-2-or over 3-fold. A conclusion has been made as to the importance of the blood supply inhibition in malignant tumors in the postradiation period.